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Background
The WMO Meteorological Organization (WMO) 
• is a specialized agency of the United Nations 

with 191 members states and territories. 
• provides the framework for international 

cooperation for the development for 
meteorology, climatology and operational 
hydrology. 

• is committed to, and continues to, facilitate free 
and unrestricted exchange of meteorology and 
related data and information, products, and 
services.



Introduction
• The WMO Commission for Climatology (CCl) inter-

programme initiative called the High Quality Global 
Data Management Framework for Climate (HQ-
GDMFC) aims at making use of high quality climate 
data needed for developing climate services for 
policy and decision making in a variety of 
applications. 

• A key priority for the HQ-GDMFC is harmonizing the 
definitions and processes, and developing a manual 
to guide collaborative entities on standards and 
best practices in the field of data management and 
stewardship.



SMM-CD: Development History

• The WMO International Workshop on Information 
Management (October 2017) concluded that a 
concept of trusted datasets needed to be defined.

• The Expert Team on Climate Data Modernization 
(ET-CDM) held a meeting (April 2018) to implement 
the concept of a climate data-specific maturity 
matrix model.

• The WMO SMM-CD Working Group is developing 
the matrix. Draft matrix and internal review have 
been completed. Presently the SMM-CD is being 
reviewed externally including the ESIP-wide review.



SMM-CD: Development Principles 
The WMO SMM-CD:
– provides datasets with a score from 1 to 5 to help 

users assess their ‘trustworthiness.’
– is based on existing models such as the NOAA/NCEI 

Data Stewardship Maturity Matrix (DSMM) and the 
European Space Agency (ESA) COordinating Earth 
observation data validation for RE-analysis for 
CLIMAte ServiceS (CORE-CLIMAX) System Maturity 
Matrix (SMM).

– has 4 categories: Accessibility (Data Access), 
Usability & Usage, Quality Management and Data 
Management. Each of these categories have several 
aspects.



SMM-CD: Categories and Aspects 



SMM-CD: Maturity Levels 



SMM-CD: Categories and Aspects

Accessibility (Data Access) Category

Refers to the ability to locate (Discoverability) and get to 
the datasets in question (Accessibility), with higher levels 
of maturity corresponding to the ease for a potential user 
to find and gain access to the dataset.

Aspects:
–Discoverability
–Accessibility



ACCESSIBILITY (DATA ACCESS) Category and Aspects Table



SMM-CD: Categories and Aspects

Usability & Usage Category

Describes how easily the data products may be 
understood and used and be incorporated into the user’s 
own working environment.
Aspects: 
– Data Portability
– Documentation
– Usage



USABILITY & USAGE Category and Aspects Table



SMM-CD Categories and Aspects

Quality Management Category

Encompasses quality assurance procedures including 
quality monitoring, quality control and quality 
assessment and communication of reliability.

Aspects:
–Quality assurance & control
–Quality assessment
–Data integrity



QUALITY MANAGEMENT Category and Aspects Table



SMM-CD: Categories and Aspects

Data Management Category

Refers to the processes to ensure the data and the 
‘contextual’ metadata are securely archived. 
Aspects: 
– Preservation
– Metadata
– Governance



DATA MANAGEMENT Category and Aspects Table



SMM-CD: SUMMARY

• There has been an avalanche of climate data available on the 
web. Users are having a hard time getting information on the 
quality of the data.

• The SMM-CD provides a means to get quantifying information by 
scoring the quality of the data management of datasets. 

• WMO is producing a catalog of highly scored datasets for the key 
climate indicator datasets and having these datasets appear 
prominently in the WMO Information System (WIS) data access 
feature as well as in the main search engines.

• The SMM-CD Working Group is interested in ESIP reviewing and 
commenting on the SMM-CD to ensure and improve its quality.

• A Poster of the SMM-CD is available for comment markup. You 
can also email comments to christina.lief@gmail.com or 
gpeng@ncsu.edu
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Thank you

Christina de Groot-Lief
Christina.lief@gmail.com


